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ABSTRACT
Map and Reduce are generic, useful notions for comput-
ing science; together they are equally expressive as simple
inductive deﬁnitions over trees/lists/bags/sets.
1. Datatypes
Let A be a set. Consider the datatype of ﬁnite binary trees
over A; it consists of a set T A and two constructors tip
and join:
T A : set
tip : A → T A
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Function tip makes an A-element into a “singleton” tree,
and operation join joins two trees into one. By deﬁnition,
set T A contains precisely the elements that are generated
by the constructors. We’ll use the notational convention
that x join y stands for join(x,y). So, the example tree
above is denoted: tipa join (tipb join tipc).
Some other useful datatypes can be obtained by further
postulations:
• Postulating associativity of join (that is, xjoin(yjoin
z) = (x join y) join z) makes the datatype into that
of lists; the “tree structure” doesn’t make sense but
ordering of the tips remains signiﬁcant, e.g.:
tipa join (tipb join (... join tipc)...)
=
(...(tipa join tipb) join ...) join tipc
Hence the parentheses can be left out without caus-
ing semantic ambiguity. So, the list containing pre-
cisely a,b,...,c, in that order, is denoted by the
expression tipa join tipb join ... join tipc.
• In addition postulating commutativity of join (that
is, x join y = y join x) makes the datatype into that
of bags; ordering of the tips doesn’t make sense but
multiplicity of tips remains signiﬁcant:
tipa join tipb join tipa
=
tipa join tipa join tipb
Thus these two expressions denote the bag containing
precisely a twice and b once.
• In addition postulating absorptivity of join (that is,
x join x = x) makes the datatype into that of sets;
multiplicity of the tips doesn’t make sense but exis-
tence (or membership) remains signiﬁcant:
tipa join tipa join tipb = tipa join tipb
Thus these two expressions denote the set containing
precisely a and b.
• Postulating the existence in T A of a neutral element
nil for join (that is, nil join x = x = x join nil), the
set T A has an element that plays the role of “empty
tree/list/bag/set”, namely nil.
These datatypes occur frequently in computing science.
Many more datatypes can be formalized along these lines;
§5 discusses an alternative, “right biassed, ” deﬁnition of
lists.
2. Catamorphism
In order to do computations over datatypes like those
above, the very ﬁrst thing that comes to mind is: func-
tions deﬁned by induction on the structure of the argu-
ment. Here is a typical example; we deﬁne a function h :
T A → B, for given set B, function f : A → B and operation
⊗ : B × B → B, by:
h (tipa) = f a, for all a : A
h (x join y) = (h x) ⊗ (h y), for all x,y:T A
The eﬀect of applying h boils down to the systematic re-
placement of the constructors tip and join by the items
f and ⊗; schematically:
x = ...tipa join (tipb join tipc)...
h x = ... f a ⊗ ( f b ⊗ f c)...
Let us denote the h thus deﬁned by ( [tip,join → f ,⊗] ) or
simply ( [f ,⊗] ), and call it the catamorphism or fold deter-
mined by f ,⊗. In order that h is well deﬁned, operation ⊗
should at least satisfy the properties of join; for example,
if join is commutative, then ⊗ must be commutative for
otherwise the deﬁnition of h might lead to a contradiction;
see §4. And, if join has a neutral element, then so must ⊗,
and in that case we deﬁne: h niljoin = nil⊗.
There exist computable total functions on these datatypes
that cannot be expressed by the above simple form of in-
duction, but nevertheless many forms of inductive deﬁ-
nitions and indeed many algorithms can be expressed by
catamorphisms in combination with other well-known con-
structs that are not speciﬁc for our datatypes. Some ex-
amples will be given in §4. So, this kind of inductively
deﬁned functions, which we have called catamorphism or
fold, suﬃces for a great deal of practical algorithms.
3. MapReduce
The systematic replacement of the two items tip and join
by the two items f and ⊗, respectively, has been denoted
by one single expression: ( [f ,⊗] ). However, it makes sense
to do the replacements separately. So, let us tear themapart and deﬁne an “f -map” (denoted f ∗) that applies f
inside every tip, e.g.:
f ∗ (tip a join (tip b join tip c )) =
tip fa join (tip fb join tip fc)
and a “⊗-reduce” (denoted ⊗/) that aggregates all tip
values, using ⊗ at every join-node:
⊗/ (tip a join (tip b join tip c)) =
a ⊗ ( b ⊗ c )
Here are the deﬁnitions, using ◦ for function composition,
(f ◦g)x = f (gx), and id for identity, id x = x; assuming
f : A→B and ⊗ : B×B→B:
f ∗ = ( [tip ◦ f , join] ) : T A → T B
⊗/ = ( [id, ⊗] ) : T B → B
One can prove (e.g., by systematic replacements):
( [f , ⊗] ) = ⊗/ ◦ f ∗
These three equations show that maps and reduces to-
gether are equally expressive as catamorphisms. Hence,
maps and reduces (together with other operations not spe-
ciﬁc for our datatypes) suﬃce for a great deal of practical
algorithms on our datatypes.
4. Examples
The number of tips (“size”) of a tree/list/bag is computed
by taking 1 at each tip and aggregating (summing, in this
case) these numbers at each node:
size = ( [f , +] ) = +/ ◦ f ∗ where f a=1
Since + is not absorptive, size is not deﬁned when join
is absorptive, i.e., for sets. (Applying size to absorptive
join gives the contradiction: 1+1 = size(tipa join tipa) =
size(tipa) = 1.)
Merge sort. Let us ﬁrst deﬁne an aggregation operation
merge that merges two sorted trees/lists/bags/sets into a
single sorted one:
x merge nil = x
nil merge x = x
(tipa join x) merge (tipb join y)
= tipa join (x merge (tipb join y)), if a≤b
= tipb join ((tipa join x) merge y), if a≥b
Now, sorting is just “aggregation by merge”, after making
each element into a singleton:
sort = ( [tip, merge] ) = merge/ ◦ tip∗
5. Alternative deﬁnition of lists
Suppose we deﬁne the datatype of lists in the following
“right biassed” way:
L A : set
nil : L A
cons : A × L A → L A
An example list is: a cons (b cons (c cons nil)). Here too,
the notion of catamorphism makes sense; it is a function h
deﬁned by induction on the structure of its argument, and
is completely determined by a given set B and element
e : B and operation ⊗ : A × B → B:
x = a cons (b cons ...(c cons nil))
h x = a ⊗ (b ⊗ ...(c ⊗ e ))
This catamorphism h is sometimes called the right-reduce
or foldr determined by ⊗ and e. Taking a ⊗x = f a cons x
and e = nil it turns out that the h thus deﬁned is “f -map”
in the sense that it applies f to every tip value in the list.
6. Closing remarks
(1) Maps, and to a lesser extent reduces, are suitable
for distributed evaluation. (2) For all inductively deﬁned
datatypes the notions of catamorphism and map make
sense, but for some the notion of reduce is problematic.
(3) Algorithmics is the ﬁeld where these ideas are put
into practice to derive eﬃcient algorithms; category the-
ory is the ﬁeld where the notions themselves are studied
(datatype, catamorphism, map, and reduce).
7. Sources
The tree/list/bag/set approach has been proposed in 1981
by Boom [3]. Meertens [9] showed the equivalence of cata-
morphisms with maps-and-reduces. This led Bird to ex-
ploit these notions for a Theory of Lists [1]; he had many
followers, for example [7], and culminated in the master
piece [2]. Malcolm [8] invented the banana brackets ( [ ] ).
Our paper [10] describes further concepts analogous to
catamorphisms, with corresponding symbols: lenses, en-
velopes, barbed wire. I myself have studied the categorical
approach to data types [6], and the presence of equations
(laws) [5]. Recently, Google [4] has applied maps and re-
duces to execute programs on a cluster of machines.
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